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A curious desire began to arise among the masters of the platform universe
“Implicit feudalism”
"Implicit feudalism"
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OFERTA DE MODEMS TELELINE

Características:
Pocket MicroV328 versión A (14.400 bps).
Compración V.42bis y MNP 5 por HARD.
Manuales y cableado.
Programas: Bitcom, Bitfax, Amaris Ibercom.

>> PRECIO: 7.000 PTS. <<

Teleline, C/ Helasquez, 16, 2º Dcha. 28001 - Madrid
Tel(<02>)Fono: 575 47 51, 5778521
Fax: 575 86 33
Horario: 9:00 a 11:00 y de 16:00 a 19:00 horas

<***> APROUECHA ESTA OCASIÓN PARA CONECTARTE <***>

BBS en Ciudad Real (II)

Eui-cr BBS

Entrevista

Nombre: EUI-CR BBS
Sysop: David Carrero
Teléfono: (926) 29.53.23
Nodo Fido: 2341/100
Fecha de creación: Febrero/1995

via carrero.es
Why everyday democracy matters
We can see glimpses by redesigning our own communities
But we also have to turn policymaking upside-down.
We must recognize protocol design policymaking, too.
Democracy can be a problem-solving tool

Develop technologies that integrate democratic governance into the flows of power.

Establish competitive financial models alongside venture capital that enable investment in community ownership and the right to association.

Put the responsibility to moderate social media in the hands of users and workers, not just corporate CEOs.

Ensure that gig workers can organize and cooperate for decent livelihoods.

Deploy capital for community-owned utilities, ensuring a just transition to universal connectivity and sustainable energy.
Thank you!

Read the article: https://ash.harvard.edu/?p=10747
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